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MSPL Limited, Hosapete
With success comes responsibility
The Group was founded by Shri. Abheraj H. Baldota, a
visionary entrepreneur, who had the foresight to tap India’s
vast reserve of high grade iron ore at a time when the Indian
mining industry itself was at a nascent stage. Shri.Abheraj
Hirachand Baldota was inspired by Mahatma Gandhi and his
“Swadeshi” and “Sarvoday” movements since his young age.
He was staunch believer of Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy
that

MESSAGE
I appreciate the wonderful
gesture by MEAI in bringing
CSR initiatives & innovations
to light by publishing in
MEJ and creating social
awareness for the benefit of
society.
It gives me great pride to be
a part of Mining Engineers
Association of India and
very happy the MEAI
sharing the initiatives taken by the Mining companies
related to Environment, Social and Governance through
their monthly journal.

“You are not the owner of your wealth but a privileged
trustee to serve the community with it”
Our CSR initiatives are extension beyond the statutory
obligation. It is a calling which we heed with utmost passion
and care. We do comply with the applicable legislations
and also walk that extra mile to ensure that not only our
employees and their families but also the community at
large where we operate are beneficiaries of a well sustained
society.

To be ‘sustainable’ and ‘responsible’,
are our core values
At MSPL, our approach towards sustainability is an
integral part of our corporate ethos and business
strategy. We have successfully completed over 6
decades of responsible mining and are publishing our
triple bottom line performance since year, 2005. This
shows our commitment to implement, disclose and
promote our principles of business code of conduct, our
environmental and social practices.

We work in partnership with the local communities to improve
their quality of life and contribute towards sustainable
comprehensive development. From education to health care,
care for environment and fulfilment of individual financial
goals, our commitment towards society is engrained in our
CSR policy.

India has always been a favourable geography for
mining and metals sector as it is endowed with huge
reserves of ores of Iron, Manganese, Bauxite, rare earth
and mineral salts. This makes Mining industry one of the
core industries of the economy.

Committed to make the world a better place
At MSPL, we have been constantly enhancing our
commitment to sustainable development through business
practices, environmental care and social responsibilities.
We are committed to the holistic development of the society
in which we operate. This commitment embraces a wide
spectrum of activities ranging from education to health care
and self-sustenance.

In recent years, GoI initiatives such as Make in India,
Pradhan Mantri Aawas Yojna, Smart Cities and focus on
Renewable energy projects, have created growth and
investment opportunities. Apart from the rising demand
for infrastructure and transportation sectors, supportive
government policies including the National Mineral
Policy,2019 supports mineral exploration and hassle
free mine permitting.

Hygiene and sanitation in villages
In 2001, when the population of the country was a billion
people, only 21.9% had individual toilets in their houses.
Today, the availability of this basic civic amenity shows a
74% rise. MSPL in a small way began sanitation initiatives in
2007, to ensure sanitation facilities in rural areas. Programs
were implemented to educate people in order to eradicate
the bane of open defecation. Till date MSPL has constructed
2,167 household toilets in many villages surrounding
Hospet area, constructed toilets for 10 schools and plans to
construct more toilets in the next three years.

I look forward towards building a secured and sustainable
future for next generations by adapting greener practices,
creating awareness & advocating healthier lifestyle.
Narendrakumar A Baldota
Chairman & Managing Director – Baldota Group
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MSPL Limited Hosapete is conducting general health camps,
gynaecology camps, orthopaedic & paediatric camps,
dental screening camps, ENT (ear, nose, throat) camps in
18 adopted villages at periodic intervals.

Impact:
For women and girls, the toilets have given them privacy.
For women and adolescent girls, toilets provided a space
to manage their personal hygiene and are an important
measure in lowering the risk of harassment when defecating
in the open around dusk and dawn. It has also improved
level of hygiene among community members.

Impact
Every year, MSPL organizes more than 20 camps and treat
over 2600 people. During last 10 years, more than 22000
people have been treated in 185 camps. The health camps
have made a significant impact on the health standards of
the community by creating awareness for common health
problems of each age group and gender.

Safe drinking water in villages
Good, clean and safe drinking water has always been a
scarce commodity in villages. Today the need for potable
water in villages has increased with increased contamination
levels and depleting water resources. Making potable water
available is imperative with existing resources through
reusing and recycling. Purification of water using advanced
technologies helps remove chemical effects and bacteria
in water making it safe for consumption. MSPL has set
up reverse osmosis (RO) plants in 12 adopted villages
in association with the local Gram Panchayat and local
administration to provide safe drinking water to more than
50000 families on a daily basis.

Eye screening camps
Vision impairment is a public health concern that affects
large population. Over half of those aged 40 years and
older have difficulty seeing things at a close distance. Such
patients require simple solutions like spectacles or cataract
removal by an expert. However, the access of such expert
help, infrastructure and affordability are the challenges for
the rural community due to their limited resources.

MSPL Limited has been conducting the eye camps in adopted
villages periodically. In addition to creating awareness on eye
care to avert the vision impairment, expert ophthalmologists
empanelled by MSPL Limited visit the villages, examine and
counsel each patient.

18,000 beneficiaries in adopted villages and Hosapete
town have been getting access to the safe drinking water
from RO plants. This has fulfilled their basic need of safe
drinking water and alleviated health ailments borne due to
consumption of impure water.

The patients requiring surgery are
treated at Hospitals in Hosapete free
of cost. As of now, 10,474 people have
been screened during 101 camps and
2625 people have undergone surgery.
Treatment has resulted in enhanced
efficiency, productivity and quality of
work and life. Distributing plants while
the discharge of Patient is unique
started to promote plantation to improve the environment.

Health camps at villages
The residents of the adopted villages are from economically
weaker sections of the society and cannot afford to visit the
specialists in the town frequently for their healthcare needs.
Sometimes, they are also not aware of the health issues
they have or do not know that it can be cured with an expert
help.
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Computer training for unemployed youth
Keeping pace with the growing need of computer education
for good employment opportunities, the Baldota Group has
established computer training centres in the adopted villag
es. These training centres provide the necessary training to
ensure that the rural youth is ready to adapt to mainstream
jobs. Till date 1656 youngsters have been trained in computer
skills and another 75 are undergoing training.

Jaipur Foot Camp
The MSPL has been conducting Jaipur
foot camp every year in Hosapete in
collaboration with Bhagwan Mahaveer
Viklang Sahayata Samiti, Bengaluru to
help enhance the ability and mobility
of these persons. During these camps,
MSPL is providing artificial limbs, callipers,
wheelchairs, tricycles. Our main objective
is to help disabled to lead a normal life and
become independent.
Impact:
1. Helped the disabled to lead a normal
life with social dignity and respect.
2.

Physically challenged were empowered by providing
them with limbs, callipers, wheelchair and tricycles.

3.

Created awareness among the beneficiaries about
diabetes and its management

4.

It helped to increase mobility and ability to earn their
livelihood in some cases.
813
Limbs

662
Calipers

215
Crutches

44
Walkers

49
Handsticks

16
Elbow sticks

34 Wheelchairs

Impact:
The computer training enhances their employability and
opens up new windows of opportunities for them. Training
has helped many young people to increase their earning by
switching over to better job profiles.

38
Tricycle

10
Years

45
Referred for surgery

MSPL is supporting talented and aspiring girl students for
their education. As a part of promoting education and in
order to support talented girl child those are living in rural
areas, we have started Scholarship program for rural girl
child for the year 2020-21.

1678
No. of people trained

MSPL is conducting tailoring training across adopted
villages and Hosapete for the economic empowerment of
rural women. As on date, MSPL has trained 2533 women on
tailoring training and 132 women are under training. MSPL
has also provided the sewing machines to the trainees on
completion of the training.

Impact:
This programme has benefited 233 girl students from
adopted villages with the help of MSPL scholarships, these
girls are pursuing graduation studies.
No. 7

41
Batches

Tailoring Training for women
Gandhiji believed in economic empowerment of communities
and becoming self-reliant and was considering woman
as a resilient member in achieving these objectives. In
rural households with lower Monthly Household Income,
Gandhiji’s vision paves way for economic upliftment. Women
being the strong support backbone for the family can also
support the male member in the family to meet the family
needs.

Scholarship program for Girls education
To achieve sustainable and equitable
growth of the nation, talent and merits
need to be promoted irrespective of
their socio-economic background.
Sometimes, meritorious and aspiring
students lose opportunities due to
scarcity of financial resources. School
and college drop-out of such aspiring
students not only result in individual
loss but also an opportunity loss to the
entire community and the nation.
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604
Machine Distributed

367
Embroidery
Training

87
Batches

deducting expenditure of Rs.2/- per jawar roti, I am earning a
profit of Rs.1.50 on each roti which comes out to be Rs.1500
per day as net income. I earn Rs. 5,47,500/- annually from
my business.
“From this business I am able to
fulfil all wishes of my family. Both
my children are also studying well
and I am satisfied with my life.
My husband is also helping me
to expand my business by selling
these rotis in hotels in and around
Hosapete. Now, I am independent
in earning and do not require
to borrow money from moneylenders anymore, I have purchased a house out of my
earnings”

2533
Nos. Women
trained

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES: (Women Self Help Groups)
In line with our corporate sustainability objectives, we have
reinforced our efforts to empower women and address
the issue of inequality between men and women. SHGs
programme is an integrated capacity building initiative
that applies the self-help approach for social, economic
empowerment of women in rural areas through capacity
building and employability, entrepreneurship vocational and
skills development trainings and alternative credit facilities.
women get an opportunity to financially support their families
through participation in income generation programs.

Women Empowerment
DARE, a nationwide movement for women’s safety initiated
by MSPL, is part of the Baldota group’s activities to train
women to defend themselves in any situational and take
charge of their own safety. The girls are educated about
the strategies and skills required to deal with any untoward
situation like possible sexual threats, offenses and attacks.
We have provided the revolving fund of Rs.3.5 Crores for
the formation and strengthening of 150 Women Self Help
Groups (SHGs) during last 10 years across 18 adopted
villages covering 2205 families. SHGs use this seed capital
to give loans to their members at lower interest rates.
Outcomes
We created 150 Self help groups covering 2205 poor and
marginalised families, which has now a fund of around Rs.8
Crores to support their members financially and invest on
income generation activities and enhance their economic
and social status along with creation of assets. Most of
the Self-Help Group members are running 1 to 3 minimum
income generation activities. We have highlighted one such
activities.

The unfortunate Nirbhaya Gang rape that occurred in Delhi
in 2012 was the main reason behind the formation of this
program by Ms. Vaamaa R.Baldota.
The company has trained about 4,35,407 girls in 2,046
schools and colleges of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Goa,
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. The DARE programme has
been well accepted and recognized by the girls and education
institutions, who have benefited from the programme. The
program has received positive feedback and demand,
across the Schools/ colleges.

Roti maker to Roti earner: Case study
My name is Kotramma, a resident of Danapura village and
have 5 members in my family. I am one of 15 members of
Eshwara Mashila Sangha. I was working as agriculture labour
for 15 years and earned only Rs.80 per day. The income of
my husband as a daily wage labour was also very less. It
was very difficult for me to manage my family’s expenditure,
making me the debtor paying high interests of loans.

The MSPL has recruited 7 master trainers, who are trained
to teach self-defence techniques to groups and help them
master the practical aspects. Individual schools and colleges
across various cities were approached and requested to
arrange for self-defence sessions with DARE for their girl
students.

After I became member of self-help group, I took a loan of
Rs. 20,000 to start my roti business. Since last 8 years, I
am running this business successfully. I make 1000 rotis per
day and sell each roti for Rs.3.50 in the market and after
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The team of master trainers then travel to these locations
and conduct sessions. Each session is two hours long, and
covers theory and practical sessions. The Company has
also implemented the programmes for its female employees
and across adopted villages.
Most schools and colleges were initially not keen on taking
efforts to set up the workshops. A lot of convincing, right
from the state, district, and individual school levels had to
be done to implement the programme. We also organized
sessions and trained Physical Education teachers to train
their students on self-defence techniques in their respective
schools and colleges.

COIR MAT SPREAD WITH TOP SOIL AND SEED
BROADCASTING
For installation of coir mats, terracing of benches with
suitable height are developed on waste dumps followed by
dressing and levelling of waste so that work can be carried
out safely. Proper bunds and garland drains are then made
on top of slopes area for easy anchoring of the coir mats
and drainage system.

Innovation in mining by MSPL Limited
Installation of Down Hill Conveyor System
Since inception MSPL has been at the forefront of innovation
and has adopted best industry practices to run its operations
in efficient and sustainable way.
Installation of Down Hill Conveyor at its Vyasanakere Iron
Ore Mines in the year 1991, which was first in Bellary
Hosapete region is one of such innovative milestones.
This 455-meter-long downhill conveyor system, having 160meter decline was initially built indigenously with 200TPH
capacity and later upgraded to 475 TPH in 2007. Installation
of this eco-friendly system has reduced truck hauling
distance by 10 km (to & fro), which was otherwise to be
carried out by burning of fossil fuel.

Plantation growing on Coir Matting

Once the coco mats are fixed on slopes, a layer of top soil
with manure, nutrient, pesticide is spread before plantation.
Now the slope is ready for plantation. It is recommended
to first put grass seeds which grows fast and thus hold the
entire area. Once these grasses are developed fully, suitable
trees are planted to.

Downhill Conveyor

Rehabilitation of Waste Dumps with Coco-Coir Mats
MSPL and its sister concerns started installing coco coir mats
for rehabilitation of waste dumps from the year 2011. Since
then 23.5 hectares of waste dumps has been rehabilitated
by installing coco coir mats in its Vyasanakere, Iyli Gurunath
and Karadikola Iron ore Mines.
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Water Conservation through Rainwater Harvesting and
Reservoirs at pits
Entire Bellary-Hosapete region falls under Northern Dry
Zone-3. The average rain fall here is 600 mm in 42 rainy
days during the months of August to October, which falls
under rainfall deficit climate.

(Continued from Page 12)
wing leader. In June, socialist Pedro Castillo won a
long and tense presidential election battle. Castillo
says he wants to increase spending on healthcare
and education by raising the funds from mining tax
hikes, redistributing profits to Andean communities like
those around the huge Las Bambas project, owned by
China’s MMG.

As a part of its commitment to sustainable and ecofriendly
operations, MSPL has created water reservoirs at pits and
developed rain water harvesting structures in its mining
operations at Vyasankere, Iyli Gurunath and Karadikola
mines.

The promises are now being tested, with protests
and blockades at Las Bambas in the country’s south
straining government negotiators, a reflection of
wider tensions between indigenous communities
and the key mining sector. The government and one
local community agreed on a temporary truce last
week after a three-week-long road blockade of a key
transport road in the region of Chumbivilcas almost led
to a shutdown of the mine that produces some 2% of
global copper.

In-pit water reservoirs at Vyasanakere mines can store upto
1.15 Lakh cubic meters of water.
We feel proud to say that during last fifteen years Vyasanakere
Mines has not extracted a single litre of ground water and
managed its total water requirement of mine and process
plant from water stored in these in-pit reservoirs.

But tensions remain high, with threats of further
blockades as critics say the leftist government
has not lived up to its promises to voters in mining
regions, who bolstered his campaign. Chile and Peru
together constitute close to 40% of the world’s copper
production.

Initiatives & Experiments towards Zero Waste
MSPL established R & D lab as early as 1980 to conduct
various tests keeping future trends in uses of Iron ore
in the Steel Industry. MSPL was first to establish pilot
sponge plant in the mines. As there was no permission to
establish Commercial Plant, it was discontinued. However,
experiments continued towards beneficiation of marginally
low-grade iron ore and later very low-grade ores like BHQ.
Thus, beneficiation systems for marginally low-grade ores
were established and operated.

# 3 Kamoa-Kakula
While top producer South America saw turbulence in
2021, Canada’s Ivanhoe Mines (TSX: IVN) announced
the beginning of operations at its massive KamoaKakula project in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) months ahead of schedule. Kakula, the first
mine planned at the concession, is initially forecast to
generate 3.8 million tonnes of ore a year at an average
feed grade “well in excess of 6% copper” over the first
five years of operation, the company said.

The tests on BHQ (35% Fe) beneficiation was undertaken
and conducted various tests in the lab to find the feasibility. To
confirm the results, samples were sent to RR Bhubaneswar,
China and North America and obtained different flow sheets
to get around 40% mass recovery with Iron ore concentrates
analyzing 64% Fe. In principal permission from State
Government was obtained to establish two commercial
plants outside the Mining Lease during 2008/09. The iron ore
rates were at peak during this period to make it feasible.
Unfortunately, due to issues prevailing in the sector during
2009 to 2013, the plants could not be established.
Now things are not favorable to undertake beneficiation of
very low-grade ores due to High tax structure on ore
produced. Unless incentives are given it is not feasible
at present. It is necessary to adopt the idea of low-grade
beneficiation in Hosapete -Bellary sector. Otherwise the
low-grade ores which are extracted in the course of mining
will reach dump yard”.
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See how Kamoa-Kakula fares among the world’s top
10 biggest copper mines:
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